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SENATOR PATRICK SEEKS AUDIT OF CSCOPE
AUSTIN— Today, Senator Dan Patrick sent a letter to State Auditor John Keel asking for his
review of the operations of the TESCCC, governing board of the CSCOPE program. This letter
follows a similar letter submitted to the State Auditor by the Office of the Attorney General last
week.
“While my initial concerns with CSCOPE focused on the content of their lesson plans,” said
Patrick, “further review revealed that CSCOPE had potential underlying legal issues that need to
be addressed.”
Among the concerns outlined in his letter to State Auditor John Keel are the facts that the
Education Service Centers failed to comply with state law requiring a bidding process and the
adoption of formal contracts with state government vendors.
In part, the letter reads:
“In light of these issues, I am writing to ask you to exercise your authority as State
Auditor and determine if the Education Services Centers acted appropriately under state
law when they paid NER to produce the CSCOPE materials without a bidding process
and without the protections of a legally binding contract.”
“Texans deserve an open and transparent state government and that is particularly true of our
public education system,” said Patrick. “The curriculum in our classrooms must be open to
public scrutiny as well as the contracts to publish them.”
In response to TEA’s suggestion to the SBOE that CSCOPE lesson plans could be used because
they are in the public domain, Senator Patrick said, “I disagree with that analysis but I am
looking into the issue further. Until I started asking questions, and holding hearings, parents
weren’t even allowed to view these materials.”
“Until this question is resolved, parents need to continue to make their voices heard at the local
school district level that they want CSCOPE out of their schools.”
"The vast majority of parents, teachers, and legislators have made it clear they want CSCOPE
out of their schools. I stand with them and intend to make sure no one tries to slide CSCOPE
lesson plans under the classroom door, " said Senator Patrick.
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